February 21, 2018

Kelly Udall, Town Manager  
Town of Sahuarita  
375 West Sahuarita Center Way  
Sahuarita, Arizona 85629

Re: Alternative Sites for the Regional Sahuarita Library

Dear Mr. Udall:

Enclosed are summary sheets for your review indicating pros and cons for a regional Sahuarita Library. The County continues to evaluate both sites. We will be making a final site selection in April 2018. Any clarifications the Town of Sahuarita would like to make in this initial review of both sites by our Facilities Management staff would be welcome.

Sincerely,

C. H. Huckelberry
County Administrator

CHH/anc

Enclosure

c: The Honorable Ramon Valadez, District 2 Member, Pima County Board of Supervisors  
   Jan Lesher, Chief Deputy County Administrator  
   Amber Mathewson, Director, Library District  
   Lisa Josker, Director Facilities Management
**SAHUARTIA LIBRARY SITE EVALUATION - SITE A - SUSD BASEBALL FIELD**

**PROS**
- Owner is ready to sell and already in the process of replying to PC's offer
- The proximity to the elementary school promotes community engagement
- High visibility along the main street within Sahuarita
- Utilities are within Sahuarita Blvd or nearby
- The site is fairly open with no natural features
- Intersection at corner of site allows for easy vehicular access
- Good pedestrian access along Sahuarita Blvd
- Potential for shared parking and a pedestrian connection with the adjacent school

**CONS**
- North side of property will need to be protected to prohibit erosion along the drainage channel
- The existing entry gate at Salome Loop will need to be relocated or removed to allow for shared access
- The site is at the minimum area required for a 15,000-20,000 SF library
SAHUARITA LIBRARY SITE EVALUATION - SITE B - EAST OF TOWN CENTER

**PROS**
- UTILITIES WITHIN DESERT GEM LANE
- PROXIMITY TO SCHOOL AND CIVIC BUILDINGS
- POTENTIALLY LARGER SITE THAN SCHOOL SITE OPTION A

**CONS**
- POSSIBLE SCHEDULE DELAY DUE TO NEGOTIATIONS WITH TOWN AND DEVELOPER
- HIGHER COST OF LAND PURCHASE
- UNKNOWN DEVELOPMENT ON ADJACENT PROPERTY, FUTURE ADJACENCIES MAY BE LESS THAN DESIRABLE
- SURFACE STORM WATER DRAINS THRU SITE VIA A RETENTION BASIN AND CULVERTS IN DESERT GEM LANE, THIS DRAINAGE CHANNEL BIFURCATES THE PARCEL AND LIMITS DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT DIVERTING THE WATER
- THE SITE HAS OTHER SMALLER DRAINAGE CHANNELS THAT WILL NEED TO BE ADDRESSED
- A LARGER SITE AREA WILL BE NEEDED TO ACCOMMODATE THE EXISTING SURFACE STORM WATER
- UNKNOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURES
- POTENTIAL RANCHO SAHUARITA DESIGN GUIDELINES WILL DICTATE BUILDING DESIGN AND AESTHETIC